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Abstract
RNA modifications are emerging players in the field of posttranscriptional regulation of gene
expression, and are attracting a comparable degree of research interest to DNA and histone
modifications in the field of epigenetics. The true potential of only a handful out of more than 100
RNA modifications is currently emerging as the consequence of a leap in detection technology,
principally associated with high-throughput sequencing. This review outlines the major developments
in this field by a structured discussion of detection principles, lays out advantages and drawbacks of
new high-throughput approaches, and presents conventional biophysical identification of
modifications as meaningful ways for validation.

1

Introduction
Perception of the field of RNA modifications had been in a near dormant state until a few years ago
when innovations in detection techniques unlocked several technology barriers, giving access to big
data. On par with genomics and transcriptomics in terms of volume and impact, these data quickly
uncovered numerous new layers of information involved in regulation of gene expression. The field of
epigenetics is discovering an impact of RNA modifications that easily rivals that of modifications of
proteins and DNA in terms of research activity and breakthrough results
“epitranscriptomics” was coined
RNA sequence per se

2-4

1

. Consequently, the term

to include posttranscriptional alterations that do not affect the

5, 6

. In quick succession, numerous completely unsuspected features were

discovered that gave impetus to the field. In particular, the dynamic nature of modifications in many
noncoding RNAs and in mRNAs gave rise to the notion that we are about to reveal a previously
invisible code that resides in nucleic acids, yet outside their sequence.
The detection of RNA modifications has a longstanding history, just like that of DNA
modifications, reaching back to the early days of molecular biology. Indeed, pseudouridine (Ψ), the
most frequent posttranscriptional modification and therefore frequently called the fifth nucleoside 7,
was only discovered 2 years after the first modified DNA nucleoside, 5 methylcytosine (5mC). Since
then, a stream of newly detected modifications has provided 100-150 structures of naturally occurring
and chemically distinct ribonucleosides 8. The rapid speed of these advances is clearly due to technical
progress in detection methodologies, and there are no indications of an end to this development. Early
discoveries relied on separation by chromatography and organic chemistry for structural elucidation,
but were soon supplemented with electrophoresis and mass spectrometry. This simultaneously drove
progress in related areas such as sequencing and structural probing of nucleic acids. The richest source
of modifications, both old and new, is tRNA with up to 25% of its nucleotides modified, which also
features the largest chemical variety and sophistication in its modifications

8, 9

. Modifications range

from simple methylations to sophisticated multistep transformations, including the incorporation of a
2

variety of low-molecular-weight metabolites known from other pathways; a few examples are shown
in Figure 1A. The limited size and relative abundance of tRNA allowed the determination of a
sequence context for these modifications, by chromatographic separation of small fragments after
nuclease digestion or selective chemical cleavage

10

. Detection, identification, and especially

determination of a sequence context of modifications in the much larger rRNAs was consequently
much harder, and its progress was a consequence of the development of sequencing techniques using
e.g. slab gel electrophoresis and capillary electrophoresis 11. In comparison to the high diversity and
large number of modifications in these highly abundant noncoding RNAs, relatively few
modifications were discovered (and most discoveries were made by serendipity), in other, lessabundant species including small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), small nucleolar RNAs, snoRNAs and
microRNAs (miRNAs) 12-15. Of note, mRNA was known to contain various modifications such as N6methyladenosine (m6A), 5-methylcytidine (m5C), and ribose methylations for decades 15-18, but despite
the obvious potential of mRNA modifications for regulation of gene expression, advancement of the
field stalled at this stage for decades, until recently mapping of these and other modifications in
mRNA by high-throughput sequencing techniques led to a resurgence in the field

19, 20

, and are

ultimately responsible for its current highly visible state.
What were the problems of old, and why has the field been revolutionized by techniques based on
deep sequencing? The present review will address these questions by discussing established
technology as well as recent breakthroughs. Importantly, whereas biophysical methods such as
chromatography and mass spectrometry used to be the principal means for detection and
quantification of RNA modifications on a case-by-case basis, current studies report datasets of
hundreds to thousands of sites, predicted from high-throughput sequencing data to contain RNA
modifications. Because different high-throughput detection techniques are error-prone to varying
degrees, and because the field is seeing an ever increasing number of published datasets, it is clear
that an important number of published modification sites are error fraught, or, in other words, plain
wrong. To avoid damage to biological interpretations, we posit to treat sites predicted from big data as
candidate sites to avoid widespread over-interpretation of modification data, until such time, when a
3

dataset has been validated with at least one additional independent method. To this end, we discuss
principles, advantages, and weaknesses of methods based high-throughput sequencing, as well as the
possibilities for validation of candidate sites by chemical and biophysical methods.

Sequencing RT signatures of RNA modifications
Traces of modifications left in cDNA.

During reverse transcription (RT), modifications may disturb the faithful generation of the inverse
carbon copy that is cDNA. Confronted with a non-canonical substrate, the enzyme may still
incorporate the complementary deoxy-ribonucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) that would conform to
Watson-Crick pairing with an unmodified template, as is for example the case for pseudouridine,
ribothymidine (T), or m5C, which are RT-silent, and leave no or very faint traces in cDNA. However,
larger modifications or modifications on the Watson-Crick face tend to either lead to reverse
transcription arrest, or to misincorporation of a non-complementary dNTP. The former case leaves
information in the form of abortive cDNA ending at or near the site of modification, and the latter
type of events manifests as apparent mutations in the cDNA sequences

21-23

(see Figure 1B).

Depending on the nature of modified nucleotide, the proportions of correct cDNA synthesis,
misincorporation and abortive products vary. For example, inosine (I), which is derived from A by
deamination, base-pairs with C and leads to incorporation of dCTP, rather than dTTP, into cDNA.
The faithfully resulting misincorporation signal, which can be distinguished from an actual
genomically encoded mutation by comparison with genomic DNA, was the first to be investigated in
several transcriptome-wide studies 24, 25 because of its ease of detection.
The characteristics of RT-signatures consisting of misincorporation and abortive cDNA
products are not well studied for the vast majority of modified residues. Our recent investigations
uncovered the consequences of 1-methyladenosine (m1A) in template RNA

26, 27

for cDNA synthesis

and their use in machine-learning-based detection of respective patterns in high-throughput
sequencing data. Because comprehensive studies including both misincorporation and abortive RT
4

events are not yet available for the large majority of modifications, their application to the detection of
naturally occurring modifications is limited

28

. However, the RT-blocking and misincorporation

properties of certain modifications are frequently used for detection, e.g. in m1A mapping after
antibody-mediated enrichment 29, 30, or in structural probing applications where modifications such as
m1A and 3-methylcytidine (m3C) are artificially created by treatment with alkylating agents 31, 32.

Enhancing RT-signatures by chemical treatment.

An additional dimension of information in high-throughput sequencing data is accessible after
treatment of the RNA template with reagents that specifically react with modifications in a way that
changes their RT-signature in terms of either reverse transcription arrest or misincorporation. For
example, Inosine-specific CyanoEthylation by acrylonitrile (ICE-Seq)

33, 34

generates strong RT-stop,

allowing real A→I conversion sites to be distinguished from simple sequencing errors. More recently,
the

well-known

reaction

specificity

for

Ψ

35

residues

of

N-Cyclohexyl-N′-β-(4-

Methylmorpholinium)ethylCarbodiimide Toluensulfonate (CMCT), a water soluble diimide, (see
Figure 1C) was successfully applied by several independent studies for pseudouridine mapping in
yeast and human transcriptomes

36-39

. After CMCT treatment of RNA, significant amounts of RT-

arresting adducts occur at G, U and Ψ residues, but while the former two types can be hydrolyzed
during an additional mild alkaline treatment, the relevant adduct in pseudouridine resists hydrolysis
under these conditions and therefore can be detected as RT-arrest signals. Another approach is the
recent adaptation of bisulfite-based detection of m5C in RNA

40-45

. In the course of this technique,

which was adapted from the well-established detection of 5mC 46 and 5hmC 47 in DNA, modification
of cytosine to m5C or hm5C 48 (and also probably m4C and ac4C) protects these sites from the effects
of bisulfite treatment, whereas unmodified cytosine are deaminated to uridines. Guanosines in the
resulting cDNA thus stem from modified cytidines, thus allowing facile detection in DeepSeq data. A
number of further reagents with specificities for modifications (shown in Table 1), known from
decades of research, await their application to transcriptome-wide analyses 49. An approach used for
the validation of MeRIP data on m1A modifications in mRNA makes use of the Dimroth
5

rearrangement undergone by m1A under alkaline conditions, which results in the formation of m6A
and thus an alteration of the RT-signature upon treatment 30. An interesting new perspective is the use
of enzymes with demethylating activity, that alter the RT-signature by removing a defined subset of
modifications, thereby enabling their detection by differential analysis 50, 51.

Modification calling, drawbacks and pitfalls.

The term modification “calling”, is used in the field for the identification of a position that is,
according to the method in question, a good modification candidate. High-throughput sequencing
based modification calling in an entire transcriptome must inevitably face problems rooted in
statistics. Even extremely well-defined RT-signatures like that of inosine become less predictive when
confronted with a strong background noise. The larger the query transcriptome, the higher the chances
are that noise produces a signal that resembles that of a positive instance and thus leads to a false
positive identification. This problem appears to be particularly pronounced in pseudouridine-calling:
an analysis of four cardodiimide-based transcriptome analyses termed Pseudo-seq 38, Ψ-seq
seq 37, and CeU-seq

39

36

, PSI-

found disturbingly little overlap 52, although further studies might still reveal

that this could have been due to different biological settings including e.g. stress conditions.
RNA bisulfite sequencing also suffers from noise, in particular from incomplete deamination of
unmodified cytidines, thus producing false positives. This is a consequence of the reaction conditions
for deamination, which must be conducted at less stringent, i.e. less alkaline conditions for RNA than
for DNA, since RNA is prone to phosphodiester backbone hydrolysis under alkaline conditions. DNA
contaminations, which survive longer under these conditions, must therefore be rigorously excluded.
Excessive deamination and the concurrent degradation of RNA lead to insufficient coverage
especially of low abundant RNA species. This effect is exacerbated because deamination of cytidines
reduces the information content of a given sequence, and thus a bisulfite sequencing read needs to be
correspondingly longer than a conventional read to allow reliable mapping. As with pseudouridine,
prediction of m5C modification sites in abundant tRNA and rRNA is robust

44

, but modification

calling in low-abundance RNAs is fraught with high error. For example, the vast majority of an
6

initially reported >10000 m5C sites41 outside tRNA and rRNA lack reproduction or confirmation by
independent approaches 53.
Ways for improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio include in particular an increase in
coverage, either by augmenting the sequencing depth, or by enrichment of RNA sequences containing
modifications (see below). Additionally, as the number of studies profiling RNA modifications
increases, it is becoming ever more clear that at least a subset of called modification candidates must
be verified by independent methods to ensure reliability 1.

Enriching selected RNA populations for sequencing
Cellular RNA is predominantly composed of abundant rRNA and tRNA species (> 90%), depending
on cell type. This means that an enrichment step prior to high-throughput analysis is generally highly
beneficial, as otherwise the overwhelming majority of sequencing reads typically map to well-known
rRNA and/or tRNA species. The most popular approach is to isolate the so-called polyA+ fraction,
which is composed of mRNA and other polyadenylated RNAs, by affinity purification with poly-dT.
However the resulting fraction still contains some rRNA, and many non-coding RNA species (such as
snRNAs, snoRNAs and miRNAs) are excluded from the analysis. Alternatively, or in addition, rRNA
depletion protocols are available that remove that vast majority of rRNA molecules using
complementary DNA oligonucleotides, albeit leaving tRNA contaminations that still affect final
results.
Role and impact of antibodies against modifications.

Beyond these widespread and commercially supported protocols for polyA+ enrichment and/or rRNA
depletion, more specific pre-selection procedures have been developed for modified nucleotide
mapping, that rely an affinity based enrichment of sequences containing a given modification.
Except for highly modified eucaryotic tRNA species, populations of cellular RNAs generally contain
an estimated 0.1-1% of modified nucleotides. Thus, specific enrichment of modified fragments is
necessary to reduce sequencing requirements and map modified nucleotides to a given RNA regions.
7

Antibodies are highly useful tools that are known for their potential to recognize molecular structures
with very high affinity and specificity. Applications to nucleic acids include analytics of DNA
modifications 54, 55, and efforts to raise specific antibodies against modified nucleotides in RNA have a
long-standing history

56-59

. That history was low key until commercial antibodies enabled the

enrichment of m6A-containing mRNA fragments

60, 61

, whose mapping revealed pronounced

preferential occurrence in sequence elements crucial to mRNA translation, such as stop codons, splice
sites, and 3′ untranslated regions (3′ UTRs). Further currently available antibodies are available
against m1A 29, 30, m5C 62, and hm5C 63.
However, even for those antibodies that are efficient against the synthetic haptens employed
in their generation (typically an IO4- oxidized ribonucleoside coupled to a neutral protein such as
bovine serum albumin (BSA) or keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) 58), many studies reported that
specificity and affinity was poor for RNA molecules containing the same modified residue

62

.

Arguably, the structural context of an RNA chain, which includes in particular multiple negative
charges of the backbone phosphates, might be sufficiently different from the single modified
nucleoside used to raise the antibody that binding and recognition of the antigen is substantially
impeded in the context of an RNA chain. Thus, among the various antibodies of variegated specificity
available on the market, including multipüle different directed against m6A, only a few are highly
specific

64

. Although some are by now characterized

65

, e.g. m6A-targeted antibodies, and m5C-

targeted antibodies, the absence of a rigorous routine characterization is keenly felt in the field .
Regardless of potential biases, antibodies have clearly revolutionized the field in numerous
m6A-specific methylated RNA immunoprecipitation (MeRIP)66 applications, which were developed in
analogy to MeDIP from the DNA modification field 67. MeRIP-based mapping of m6A, m5C, and m1A
residues have revealed the presence and (approximate) location of these residues in mRNA and other
poorly characterized RNA species (Figure 2A).
All antibody-based enrichment techniques allow mapping of specific RNA modifications to a
given region (generally 100 nt or so in length), potentially containing modified residues. More precise
localization is generally based on the search for specific consensus sequence for respective
8

modification enzyme (if known), or on various cross-linking techniques allowing to narrow down the
detection window.

Covalent crosslink with cognate proteins.

As antibody binding provides only non-covalent complexes with modified RNA, the stringency of
washing steps and thus enrichment is limited. A significant improvement was obtained by a UVinduced crosslinking step after formation of non-covalent complexes between modified RNAs and an
antibody. In addition, covalent cross-linking of specific antibodies to modified site in RNA leaves
specific RT-signatures in the corresponding sequencing profile, thus allowing approximate or fully
single-nucleotide resolution, depending on the degree to which the antibody has been characterized 64.
Several variants of this technique have been proposed. For example, combining methylated RNA
immunoprecipitation

(MeRIP)

with

individual-nucleotide

resolution

crosslinking

and

immunoprecipitation (m6A individual-nucleotide resolution crosslinking and immunoprecipitation”
(miCLIP))64 leverages the natural reactivity of RNA nucleobases excited at UV 254 nm, and
combining

MeRIP

with

photoactivatable-ribonucleoside-enhanced

crosslinking

and

immunoprecipitation (photo-crosslinking-assisted m6A sequencing strategy (PA-m6A-seq))61 involves
the prior incorporation of 4-thiouridine (s4U) in to the RNA in vivo to increase the efficiency and
specificity of the crosslink at UV 365 nm (Figure 2B).
Approaches similar to antibody crosslinking have also been developed for other proteins
interacting with modifications, in particular the enzymes that themselves catalyze the RNA
modifications. Of note, simple crosslinks of a given modification enzyme are likely to reflect an
enzyme's affinity to the RNA, but not necessarily enzymatic turnover. In particular, tRNA modifying
enzymes such as yeast Pus1

68

display similar affinities for substrate and non-substrate tRNAs alike.

For example, iCLIP experiments with DnmA/Dnmt2, a tRNA m5C-methyltransferase (MTase) from
Dictyostelium discoideum, led to the isolation of U2 snRNA containing a tRNA-like sequence;
however this sequence was subsequently found not to be modified in vivo, as interrogated by bisulfite
sequencing

53

. Actual substrates of m5C-MTases were caught by trapping the covalent intermediate
9

that is an obligatory part of the catalytic mechanism 69. In certain m5C-MTases, one of two cysteine
residues in the active site is required for resolving this intermediate and thus for enzyme release.
Mutation of this so-called “regeneration” cysteine residue leads to a suicide reaction and formation of
an irreversible covalent bond with the target cytidine residue. This technique was successfully applied
for characterization of RNA substrates of the human Nsun2 and Nsun4 proteins 48, 70, 71 (Figure 2C).
As a related concept, alteration of the RNA substrate can also stall the enzymatic reaction and
lead to stable enzyme–RNA complexes that are suitable for pull-down and mapping. When 5-azaC, an
inhibitor known to form irreversible covalent intermediates similar to those described above, is added
to cell culture growth medium it is randomly incorporated into cellular RNA. Following 5-azaC
incorporation, immunoprecipitation of m5C-MTases Nsun2, Nsun6 and Dnmt2 and then deep
sequencing of the attached RNA has been used to identify RNAs modified by these MTases72-74
(Figure 2C insert). Interestingly, the sequences obtained showed

frequent nucleotide

misincorporations at the site of crosslink, which is a phenomenon known from CLIP experiments with
s4U 75, as well as from crosslinking with certain m6A-targeted antibodies 64. These misincorporation
sites point out the neighbouring nucleotides around of modification site and thus provide approximate
single-nucleotide resolution. Of note, formation of similar covalent complexes between certain
pseudouridine-synthases and 5-fluorouridine containing RNA substrates was also observed in the
past, but not yet explored for coupling to next-generation sequencing 76, 77.

Clickable or biotinylated specific chemicals.

Small-molecule reagents present a viable alternative to antibodies for affinity-based enrichment of
modified RNA fragments. In contrast to antibody but similar to CLIP-type approaches, they
selectively form covalent adducts with modified residues. For subsequent purification, an affinity tag
such as biotin, or a functional group for the conjugation of an affinity tag are required. In contrast to
antibodies, which have a recognition domain for noncovalent interaction that is considerably larger
than the modified residues themselves, small-molecule reagents achieve selective enrichment via
differential chemical reactivity. This feature typically resides in the electronic property of the
10

nucleobases, thus representing a fundamentally different concept for discrimination. Successful
applications of small-molecule reagents include the tagging of nicotinamide residues at the 5′ end of
bacterial RNA

78

and an interesting improvement of the CMCT-based pseudouridine detection

39

.

Here, the use of an azide-containing CMCT derivative in so-called CeU-Seq allowed subsequent
attachment of an alkynylated biotin via click chemistry, and a subsequent enrichment of
pseudouridine-containing RNAs prior to high-throughput sequencing analysis (Figure 2D). This
study, which also included validations of several new sites in rRNA and mRNA by the SCARLET
method (see below), reported 4-5 times more sites than each of the other CMCT based approaches.

Sequencing library preparation methods.
High-throughput sequencing using current technologies typically requires the attachment of particular
sequences to the nucleic acid molecules destined to be sequenced. The protocol by which the addition
of these so-called adapters is implemented, is generally called library preparation. In the case of RNA
analysis, library preparation consists in conversion to dsDNA using reverse transcription and second
strand synthesis, concomitant with attachment of appropriate adapters, which may include primer
binding sites for later amplification, as well as barcodes. The latter are short 6 or 8 nucleotide
sequences allowing sample multiplexing, meaning the use of the mix for several samples in the same
sequencing lane. After sequencing, the obtained reads are sorted according to barcode and attributed
to a given sample. Another common meaning for barcode is a sequence of random nucleotides
(designated e.g. N6 for six consecutive degenerated positions) which aid during the bioinformatic
analysis e.g. to eliminate multiple redundant copies of the same cDNA. The choice of a library
preparation protocol depends on the sequencing method used for RNA modification detection. All
RT-based techniques applied to long RNAs, with or without previous chemical modification, require
single-base precision in mapping of the 3′ end of the cDNA (where the cDNA synthesis aborted
opposite the modification site), and thus only a few popular protocols used for gene expression
analysis are suitable for this purpose (Figure 3A). The first option is a direct single-stranded ligation
11

of a 3′-blocked DNA oligonucleotide to the cDNA 3′ end, using T4 RNA ligase

36

. Another

established approach is based on GG (or CC) tailing of the cDNA 3′ end, followed by ligation of a
DNA duplex with a corresponding CC (or GG) overhang, for second strand synthesis

26

(Figure 3B

left). Yet another approach uses the so-called CircLigase protocol initially developed for ribosome
profiling 79 (Figure 3B middle). Finally, an alternative method is the templated extension of the cDNA
3′ end with a random (N6) terminal extension oligonucleotide1 (Terminal-Tagging Oligonucleotide,
TTO, Figure 3B right). In all cases, these steps are followed by PCR amplification, typically including
barcoding.
Approaches that do not require single-base precision include MeRIP protocols, which ignore abortive
cDNA or approaches of the Ribose Methylation Sequencing type (RiboMethSeq) 80, 81 (Figure 3D),
where the precise definition of fragments resides in the 5′- and 3′-adapter ligation protocols. Both
published RiboMethSeq protocols are based on reduced cleavage of RNA phosphodiester bond 3’adjacent to 2’-O-Me residue in RNA. Random alkaline cleavage produces collection of fragments
starting and ending at all RNA positions, except at position +1 to 2’-O-Me residue. Fragments are
thus converted to the library, sequenced and a 5’-end (or cumulated 5’-and 3’-end) counting profile is
used for detection of modification. In these cases standard library preparation protocols already
developed for small RNA (typically miRNA) analysis are appropriate 80, or non-conventional ligation
techniques have been invented

81

. Ribose 2’-O-methylation in yeast rRNA was quantified by both

published RiboMethSeq approaches and compared with the data obtained by direct rRNA analysis by
mass-spectrometry

82

. Even though exact methylation ratios vary between the approaches used, the

overall results are very coherent for fully and partially modified rRNA sites.
A most important caveat with all high-throughput approaches is related to various biases,
which affect library preparation, sequencing and data analysis. At the library preparation step, one has
to consider possible biochemical biases depending on the sequence content, including nucleotide
biases like AU versus GC-rich regions of RNA. A relatively well understood example for the
preference of enzymes for certain sequences or nucleotides are ligases, whose efficiency is
1

http://www.nature.com/app_notes/nmeth/2010/101310

12

particularly affected by the nature of nucleotides at 5′- and 3′-ends of RNA fragment

83-85

. Sequence

context is also known to affect the efficiency of random priming of RT-reaction using N6-DNA
oligonucleotides, whereas the presence of modified nucleotides at the 5′- and/or 3′-end of the RNA
considerably affects ligation efficiency

86

and also the PNK-catalyzed 5'-phosphorylation step

required to convert free 5’-OH to 5’-phosphate prior to ligation step 87 (Figure 3C).

Bioinformatics and data mining.
Bioinformatics play an essential role in mapping and prediction of modified nucleotides from highthroughput sequencing data. Particular approaches have been developed (and more will have to be
developed in the future), depending on the nature of an RT-signature in the sequencing profile, or a
specific chemical treatment 34, 40. Method development and adaptation is also required for mining data
from enrichment techniques, which may differ substantially between e.g. antibody-based and smallmolecule-based enrichment.
As a note of caution, every method and every algorithm relies on threshold parameters for
modification calling that must ultimately be defined by the user and may thus contain a measure of
ambiguity. Noise in the sequencing data creates fluctuations in every such parameter, and is more
likely to produce e.g. false positives with increasing numbers of positions to be evaluated. Given the
huge numbers of such sites in a transcriptome, all deep sequencing based methods are liable to
produce false positives as well as false negatives in significant numbers that will depend on the
settings of the threshold parameters.
Typical parameters for evaluating the performance of a method include accuracy, selectivity,
specificity, false positive and false negative rates, positive and negative predictive values, as well as
false discovery rate and the area under the curve (AUC) in a receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curve. Assessment of these parameters requires representative test data sets that include known, and
ideally, independently validated sites of modification. Therefore, method development for data
mining from transcriptome-wide RNA modification profiles begins and ends with databases. Until
13

recently, only highly specialized databases were available with data sorted by RNA type (e.g. tRNA,
rRNA, snRNA or snoRNA), which considerably limits possibilities for automatic data mining (see
URL links at the end of the manuscript). The availability of large transcriptomic-wide datasets for
m5C, m6A and pseudouridine stimulated the creation of more general databases such as the RNA
Modification Base (RMBase), which now includes all this information 88. The field would certainly
profit from an organized collection and possibly curation of new datasets according to common
standards. The overall performance of a method thus not only depends on chemical treatment and
library preparation steps, but to a significant degree also on the performance of bioinformatics
pipelines and the robustness of training dataset used for parameters optimization.

Biophysical validation of candidate modification sites
Given the uncertainties and pitfalls outlined above, confidence in a dataset of modification candidates
can and should be significantly improved by validation using an independent method. Beyond an
indirect confirmation of a candidate site e.g. through the absence of a corresponding signal in
knockout organisms (such as those lacking the likely enzyme catalyzing the addition of that mark),
biophysical methods that provide the most confidence include those based on chromatography and/or
and mass spectrometry. These methods, which have been mentioned in the introduction as the tools of
trade before the advent of deep sequencing, now serve as powerful validation tools. Biophysical
properties that distinguish modified nucleosides from canonical ones include molecular mass changes
as analyzed by mass spectrometry, as well as altered lipophilicity as exploited through
chromatographic separation.

Mass spectrometry.

The apparently most straightforward approach to the high-throughput and sequence-specific analysis
of transcriptomes comes from adapting methodologies that have been extensively used in proteomics,
in which complete hydrolysis after defined residues, typically effected by treatment with the protease
trypsin, generates a peptide fragment library, which is subsequently separated by chromatography.
14

The eluting fragments are subjected to mass spectrometry analysis, which can detect modifications
from fragmentation patterns and by comparison to the calculated mass of the unmodified fragment 89.
The concept as such, has been applied to RNA (Figure 4A), but suffers from two major drawbacks.
First, although nucleases such as RNase T1 and MC1

90

allow the preparation of fragment libraries,

the protocols, tools and databanks that are commonplace in proteomics are mostly lacking in the RNA
field

91

. Essentially, because the high attention paid to RNA modifications is still a recent

phenomenon, only a few laboratories have developed relevant expertise

92

. Second, RNA, as a

polyanion is much harder to transfer into the vacuum that is mandatory for mass spectrometry than is
a neutral molecule. As the jargon goes, RNA “flies” less effectively than proteins (and less effectively
even than the slightly less polar DNA), and consequently, the amount of RNA sample required for a
comprehensive or even partial analysis of an mRNA population exceeds that achievable by current
experimental protocols by several orders of magnitude. Hence, this type of analysis is currently
restricted to abundant RNA species

93

. As an excellent example for the state of the art, the tRNA

transcriptome of E. coli has recently been sequenced with >80% coverage by mass spectrometry 94.
A widespread method to detect and quantify RNA modifications involves complete enzymatic
degradation of an RNA sample to nucleosides (Figure 4B), which “fly” much easier than
oligonucleotides in mass spectrometry analytics, and allow detection and quantification in the
femtomol to attomol range. The nucleoside mixture is typically resolved on a reverse phase
chromatography column, from which the eluting species are transferred to a mass spectrometer for
analysis. Biophysical parameters that allow the identification of a given nucleoside include its
chromatographic retention time, its molecular mass, and its fragmentation pattern. While numerous
laboratories have developed expertise for precise quantification

92, 95-100

, the method does not provide

any sequence information. The wider sequence context must therefore be introduced by other means,
typically involving oligonucleotides such as biotinylated DNA for hybridization-based affinity
purification of selected RNA sequences

26, 101, 102

. In an alternative approach, nuclease-protection was

achieved by duplex formation with complementary DNA oligonucleotides (50-75 nucleotides in
length), such that unhybridized RNA was then degraded by Mung bean or other nucleases 103, and the
15

remaining duplexes subjected to nucleoside analysis by liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry
(LC–MS)

80, 104

. Other methods that have been applied to excision of defined fragments from larger

RNAs include application to site-specific cleavage of RNase H and short DNA oligonucleotides (or
DNA/2′-O-Me-RNA chimeric oligonucleotides), or by DNAzymes 105 (Figure 5A).

Chromatography.

Retention behavior, which is exploited in LC–MS approaches, reflects a biophysical property that also
forms the basis for thin-layer chromatography (TLC) approaches for the identification and
quantification of RNA modifications. Methods have been developed for nucleosides as well as
nucleotides

106, 107

, but detection of minute amounts relies on a 32P radioactive label. Of the different

solid phases, microcrystalline cellulose is most widely used in a TLC system that employs pairwise
combinations of up to three different solvent systems 107. The retention values of around 70 modified
nucleotides have been mapped in three dimensions

108

. As outlined in the following paragraph,

increasingly sophisticated methods have been developed to introduce some measure of sequence
information within the labeling protocol, which typically comprises phosphorylation with [γ-32P]ATP.

Pre- and post-labeling techniques.

Pre-labeling designates techniques in which the

32

P-label is introduced to the RNA prior to the

modification event (Figure 5B). In vitro, this is typically achieved via transcription by the T7 RNA
polymerase in the presence of [α-32P]-NTPs 107. After modification, a protocol named nearest neighbor
analysis, including digestion with RNase T2 and subsequent TLC analysis, identifies the nucleotide to
the 3′ of a detected modification, and thus reveals a limited measure of sequence information on the
modification site. Labeling in vivo, or in cell culture, is typically conducted by growth in

32

P-

containing medium, and leads to uniform labeling 18. Analysis of a nucleotide digest of total RNA, of
subfractionated RNA, or of an isolated RNA species allows an assessment of all modifications
present, as well as their relative quantification 18, 101, but does not provide sequence information.
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Due to the above mentioned lack of sequence information from pre-labeling techniques, the
validation of modification sites in cellular RNA preparations typically relies on post-labeling
approaches, which are designed to selectively label a given position in a sequence context. Current
methods in principle derive from the Stanley–Vassilenko approach

109

, which combines random

hydrolysis to generate free 5′-OH groups, post-labeling by 5′-phosphorylation using [γ-32P]ATP,
subsequent size fractionation, release of the labeled 5′-terminal nucleotide monosphosphate, and
finally TLC analysis (Figure 5C). This results in a powerful method, which was particularly
successful in its application to tRNA sequencing

110

. However, because the random hydrolysis step

necessitates pure and precisely size fractionated RNA, the method was further developed to include
hydrolysis that is sequence specific rather than random. Several molecular tools have been adapted to
sequence-specific RNA cleavage in this context, including RNase H 111, 112 and DNAzymes 113, 114. The
most recent and sophisticated development is the site-Specific Cleavage And Radioactive-Labeling
followed by ligation-assisted Extraction and Thin-layer chromatography (SCARLET) variant (Figure
5C). In this case, the RNA of interest is first cleaved at a desired site with RNAse H whose cleavage
is directed by a chimeric oligonucleotide comprising DNA and 2′-O-Me-RNA. The free 5′-extremity
is then 32P-labeled and connected to the 3′ of a long DNA oligonucleotide by splinted ligation. The
RNA part is subsequently degraded by RNases, and the 32P-labeled residue is purified along with the
DNA oligonucleotide, to which it is attached. The labeled nucleotide is then released by nuclease P1
mediated hydrolysis prior to TLC analysis

115-117

. In contrast to other methods, SCARLET involves

two, rather than one, sequence dependent enrichment steps (Figure 5C), which is likely the reason for
its successful application in complex mixtures like total RNA or mRNA preparations. In several such
applications it was used to validate high-throughput data on m6A 115 and Ψ 39 residues in mRNAs and
lncRNAs .

Oligonucleotide-based validation techniques

Methods for validation of modification candidates that input sequence information via
oligonucleotides are not limited to the sequence hydrolysis approaches outlined above. One other
17

technique uses a ligase, which is somewhat sensitive to the nature of 3′- and 5′-nucleotides in ligation
reactions, and employed specifically modified splint DNA

118, 119

. This method has so far been

developed for validation of m6A, 2′-O-Me and pseudouridine.
The presence of modifications blocking conventional basepairing — such as m1A, 1methylguanosine (m1G) and N2,N2-dimethylguanosine (m22G) — lowers the stability of duplexes
formed with cDNA oligonucleotides. On the basis of this principle, a DNA-chip based technique was
developed that detects modifications in a microarray 120.
With some limitations, primer extension by RT can also be used as a validation method of candidates
from high-throughput mapping of RT-arrest signals. This applies especially if the conditions of the
RT-based validation differ substantially from the original library preparation protocol, e.g. in terms of
enzyme, buffer, or Mg2+ concentrations, or if the generation of the RT-signal is based on a principle
different from the original screening method. A pertinent example is modification calling after
alkaline hydrolysis according to the RiboMethSeq method 80, 81, validated by RT at low concentrations
of dNTPs. Abortive cDNA that is preferably generated at sites of 2′-O-methylations can either be
directly analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)

121

, or in semi-quantitative PCR or

qPCR assays 122, 123.

Designing RNA modification mapping experiments
Depending on the nature of modified nucleotide to be studied, the exact steps of a mapping project
may vary, but several essential points are always conserved. As a general rule, thorough evaluation of
the pros and cons (table 2) should include the potential for applying different methods to the detection
of the same modification.
Know the reagent

The selectivity of an envisaged chemical reagent or antibody is often incompletely characterized,
especially in the context of high-throughput sequencing. Indeed, the large numbers of potential
modification sites in a typical transcriptome can render a chemical reagent prone to produce false
18

positives in large numbers. For example, a spike-in control in bisulfite sequencing of RNA was
reportedly converted with 99.5-99.8% efficiency 41, the remaining 0.2-0.5% giving rise to up to 105
incomplete deamination signals in a hypothetical transcriptome of 2x107. In such instances, multiple
coverage combined with thorough statistical analysis is required, to determine the probability of
multiple deamination hits on the same site, which would erroneously be called a modification. In the
case at hand, a minimum coverage of 10 reads and a bisulfite conversion of 80% were set as threshold
values for modification calling. Note that quantitative numbers for selectivity are not available for the
majority of reagents described as “selective” for a modification in literature (Table 1), because
selectivity was typically determined by biochemical methods without numeric evaluation

49

. Both

reactivity and selectivity of a chemical reagent towards modified nucleotides vary as a function of
diverse reaction parameters including temperature, solvent, and in particular, pH

124

. An optimization

of these parameters by comparing modified versus unmodified RNA in a suitable readout is strongly
advisable. A further point to consider is that not all sites of a structured RNA are equally accessible to
a reagent, a feature exploited in so-called structural probing experiments 31, 32. Note that conducting a
reaction in denaturing solvent such as DMSO is liable to affect selectivity 124, 125.
Similar considerations apply to antibodies, some of which were apparently used in good faith, i.e.
without an experimental verification of the suppliers description of selectivity
specificity e.g. with synthetic modified versus unmodified RNA

63, 64, 66

42

. Testing for

should be considered before

engaging in MeRIP-type experiments.
Know your stats

As all other high-throughput approaches, RNA modification mapping is prone to generate multiple
false-positive hits. Among the numerous recent publications revolving around modification calling,
few are designed to raise awareness about the actual or presumed fraction of wrongly called sites
(false positive rate, fallout,) and the non-detected true sites (false negative, miss rate). A full set of
statistical parameters, including specificity, selectivity and also a Receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curve, should become standard to facilitate an assessment of a given method’s performance.
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Read mapping, while being a field onto itself, should observe some basic concepts. Changes in
mapping results upon variation of such parameters as multiple mapping and mismatch allowance
should be critically surveyed. Multiple copies of reads originating from the same RNA molecule,
arising from amplification of the same cDNA, can be avoided by barcoding concepts implemented in
adapters and primers.
Development of new methods typically includes testing against a training set of known modification
sites. Since the methods performance characteristics will be more significant with higher instance
numbers, the training set should be conceived as large as possible. Also, higher read coverage will
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, making modification sites in highly abundant tRNA and rRNA “too
easy” to serve as a valid confirmation for modification calls on less abundant RNA species. Analysis
of at least three biological replicates should become an obligate requirement. We posit that entire sets,
issued from modification site calling, should be considered, and continue to be addressed as,
“candidates” until some sites from less abundant RNA species, i.e. presumably of low coverage, can
be validated by an orthogonal method 39.
Validate

Techniques used for the validation of selected sites from a modification calling based on highthroughput sequencing should employ a different detection principle. Confidence will increase, the
more the validation approach differs in its nature, e.g. an MS-based approach or a SCARLET assay
will be more convincing for validation of a polymerase-based modification calling than a qPCR
approach, because the pitfalls and error sources differ more strongly (Table 2). Less biophysical
approaches to increased confidence include spike-in experiments akin to the use of an internal
standard, and the parallel investigation of organisms that are functionally depleted of relevant
modification enzymes. Here, genome-editing techniques i.e. true knock-outs are preferable over RNAi
based knockdowns, which are frequently incomplete and may lead to unknown levels of residual
modification activity.
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Conclusions
With the field of RNA modification having received a tremendous boost from innovations in
detection technology, scientists are on the lookout for methods with even better performance. Apart
from better detection efficacy and higher throughput, a feature that is currently missing in most of the
detection technologies is the simultaneous detection of different modifications in the same biological
sample or, preferably, in a single RNA molecule. Suitable technologies would have to processively
screen entire single molecules, and would circumvent amplification events that erase traces of
modifications. Because they might reveal several modifications in the same molecule, such data
would, among other things, be able to inform on the combinatorial status of those different
modifications in a given molecule, and thus yield highly interesting insight into the sequence of
multiple modification events 126, as well as an interplay between different modification enzymes.
Again, innovative sequencing technologies hold the most promise. Using the technology employed in
SMRT sequencing, the molecular events during reverse transcription that eventually lead to the RTsignature can be analyzed by single molecule spectroscopy in nanoscale wells, and can provide direct
evidence of the efforts of the polymerase to bypass a modification such as m6A

2, 127

. However, the

presented data suggest that, while an influence of the modification is clearly visible, the inverse route,
i.e. methods to derive the presence of a modification from a specific signal pattern, may take some
time in coming.
Taking a cue from the DNA modification field, where Nanopore technology can detect multiple and
different modification in a single chain

128

, a similar development in RNA sequencing seems

promising, although currently still in the development stage.
As opposed to the surprising and sudden influx of deep sequencing into the field in 2012 60, 66, today’s
community is watching every development with anticipation.

Figure legends
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Figure 1 | Reverse-transcription based techniques for detection of modified nucleotides. Legend.
a | Chemical structures of common modified residues discussed in this review. b | Components of
Reverse Transcription (RT) signatures depend on the type of RNA modification. Top – RT-silent
residue (m5C), middle and bottom – RT-blocking residue (m1A). Exemplary coverage profiles and
corresponding misincorporation sites are shown on the bottom c | Induction or enhancement of an RT
signature using modification-specific chemicals.

Figure 2 | Enrichment strategies in analysis of RNA modifications. Legend. a | Methylated RNA
ImmunoPrecipitation (MeRIP). RNA is fragmented to pieces of 100-150 nucleotides, modificationcontaining fragments are enriched by Antibody (Ab) pulldown, and converted into a sequencing
library. b | Combination of MeRIP and individual-nucleotide resolution Cross-Linking and
ImmunoPrecipitation (iCLIP) or Photoactivatable-Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and
Immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP). After fragmentation, RNA is cross-linked at reactive residues
(indicated by red bars) with a specific Ab at either 254 nm UV-light and natural RNA (iCLIP) or at
365 nm UV-light and s4U residues incorporated into RNA (PAR-CLIP). The Ab is then removed and
an RT profile reveals misincorporation and stops corresponding to cross-linked residues. c | An
active-site mutated modification enzyme makes a covalent link to its cognate target nucleotide in
RNA. Protein is then removed by proteinase K digestion and the cross-link position is determined by
primer extension and sequencing. Alternative technique consists in inclusion of 5-azacytosine in RNA
substrate, in this case the enzyme makes irreversible covalent link to target cytosine (boxed). d |
Selection of modified RNAs (or fragments) using modification-specific chemicals that are “clickable”
or biotinylated for affinity purification. The method employs a derivative of a modification–specific
reagent containing biotin or a reactive group to which biotin can be selectively attached in a secondary
reaction. Enrichment of biotin-modified fragments is effected with avidin beads, followed by library
preparation and sequencing.
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Figure 3 | Library preparation issues. Legend. a | To detect RT-arrest signals, mapping of cDNA 3′ends is a crucial step to be included in the library preparation protocol (top). Initiation of RT primer
extension for long and short RNAs. Short RNAs require ligation of 3-adapter for RT priming, while
for long RNAs random priming with a DNA oligonucleotide containing 6 degenerated nucleotides
(NNNNNN) is appropriate (bottom). b | Treatment of cDNA ′'-end. Exact definition of cDNA 3′-ends
can be achieved by three alternative techniques, namely by (i) homonucleotide tailing with terminal
transferase (NN-tailing), (ii) the CircLigation protocol using 5'-phosphorylated DNA primer and
CircLigase, and (iii) the use of templated cDNA extension with a Terminal-Tagging Oligonucleotide,
(TTO) blocked at its 3'-end. In all cases, library preparation protocols end with PCR amplification and
appropriate barcoding for multiplexed sequencing. c | Possible sources of ligation biases at 5'- and 3'extremities of modified RNA. Ligation efficiency and degree of phosphorylation (if used) depend on
the type of canonical or modified nucleotides at either end. d | RiboMethSeq approach for mapping of
2′-O-Me residues in RNAs. The approach is based on a bias in fragmentation, since 2′-O-Me residues
protect adjacent phosphodiester bonds from alkaline cleavage. The major steps of the RiboMethSeq
protocol show how this bias is exploited for detection and quantification.

Figure 4 | Mass-spectrometry approaches for validation of RNA modification. Legend. a | RNA
fragments are prepared by complete digestion with RNase T1, which generates a catalogue of
fragments ending with a G residue at the 3′-end. These fragments separated by HPLC, their molecular
mass determined by MS and the presence or absence of modified residues deduced by MS/MS
fragmentation or comparison with the theoretical molecular mass of unmodified fragments. b | Liquid
chromatography coupled to classical or tandem mass-spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Isolated RNA or
RNA fragment are degraded to the nucleosides, which are then separated by reverse-phase HPLC and
further analyzed by mass-spectrometry. Parameters providing information for the identification of a
given modification include retention time, molecular mass, and fragmentation patters from MS/MS.
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Figure 5 | Methods for validation of modified RNA nucleotide. Legend. a | Post-labeling of RNAs
and their analysis. RNA is metabolically labeled with 32P, followed by isolation of individual RNA
species, hydrolysis to 5'-NMPs and 2D-TLC analysis. b | Techniques used for site-specific RNA
cleavage by DNAzymes or RNase H include 5'-end radioactive labeling of fragments with [γ-32P]ATP
and polynucleotide kinase (PNK). Labeled fragments are size fractionated and analyzed by TLC after
digestion to 5'-NMPs, or submitted to the SCARLET protocol. This includes an additional sequence
selection step during a splint ligation, followed by size fractionation, digestion, and TLC analysis. c
|Specific RNA fragments can be isolated after protection from nuclease digestion in a DNA-RNA
duplex, by use of specific DNAzymes or by directed RNAse H cleavage with complementary DNA
oligonucleotides composed of DNA/2′-O-Me RNA residues. Modifications in thus obtained fragments
can be detected and quantified by LC-MS/MS.
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Table 1 | Small molecule reagents specific for RNA modifications
Reagents applied to detection by deep sequencing

A
reagent

modification
detected

reaction type

detection

reference

bisulfite

m5C

deamination

m5C
remains
unconverted

40;41;42

N-cyclohexyl-N’-β-(4methylmorpholinium)
ethylcarbodiimide p-tosylate
(CMCT)

pseudouridine

N-acylation

RT- arrest

35;129;38;36, 37

inosine

Nalkylation

RT- arrest

34

s4U

disulfide
formation

affinity enrichment

130

acryolnitrile
methylthiosulfonate-biotin
(MTS-biotin)
B
acid
Sodium borohydride

mild alkali treatment

dihydrouridine

hydrazine

m3C

isothiocyanate-derivatives,
NHS-derivatives

primary amines

iodoacetamido-compounds

Thiol-containing
nucleotides,
e.g. s2U,s4U,

methylvinylsulfonate

pseudouridine

acryolnitrile

pseudouridine

N-acryloyl-3aminophenylboronic acid
(APB)

queuosine

thiolated
nucleotides,
incl. s2U,s4U,
AICS- Aniline induced chain scission

acrylo-phenylmercury
(APM)

●

Reagents not yet applied to detection by deep sequencing
Wybutosine
depurination AICS; RT-arrest
reduction,
7
AICS; RT-arrest
mG
depurination

cycle
opening

131, 132
133, 134

RT-arrest

135

AICS; RT-arrest

133

tagging

136

S-alkylation

tagging

137

Nalkylation
Nalkylation
affinity
:
chelation by
cis-diols
affinity
:
mercurysulfur

mass spectrometry

129

mass spectrometry

129

nucleophilic
addition
Nalkylation

retardation in gel
electrophoresis
retardation in gel
electrophoresis

138

139
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Table 2 | Pros and cons of techniques for detection and validation of RNA modifications

Method

Application

Pros

Cons

RT-signature from RTarrest
and
misincorporation

detection

●

straightforward
protocol
precise
single
nucleotide mapping of
modification sites
adaptable to different
types of modifications

●

Single
nucleotide
resolution
Precise mapping of
modification site

●

●
m1A
●

chemical reagent + RTstop coupled to deep
sequencing

●

detection
Ψ
I

●

●

●
●

Ab-based
enrichment
coupled
to
deep
sequencing

detection

Ab-enrichment
and
crosslink coupled to deep
sequencing

detection

RiboMethSeq

m6A
m5C
m1A

●

●
m6A

●

●

detection/
quantification
2'-O-Me

●
●

bisulfite
sequencing

RNA

●

detection
&
quantification

●
m5C

enrichment by Ab
reduces
required
sequencing depth

●

single
nucleotide
resolution
enrichment by Ab
reduces
required
sequencing depth

●

single
nucleotide
resolution
Relative quantification
of methylation rate
ng amount of input
RNA

●

single
nucleotide
resolution
Quantification
is
possible

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●

mass-spectrometry
RNAse T1 digests

of

●

detection,
validation
various

●

includes
sequence
information
single
nucleotide
resolution

●
●
●

LC-MS & LC-MS/MS of
nucleosides

quantification,
validation

●
various
●

highly
accurate
quantification
expertise is reasonably

●
●

negative control requires
knockout strain of known
modification enzyms
Semi-quantitative

reagents available only for
few modified residues
false positives from RNA
structure and/or sequence
detects only one type of
modification
no
single
nucleotide
resolution
ill-defined specificity of
various
commercial
antibodies
ill-defined specificity of
various
commercial
antibodies
low crosslink efficiency
false positives due to RNA
structure
requires high sequencing
depth for analysis
currently
restricted
to
abundant RNA species
noise
from
incomplete
deamination in structured
RNA regions
requires significant amount
of input material
requires high sequencing
depth for analysis
mapping of reads is difficult
(degeneracy)
requires significant amount
of input material
requires highly specialized
equipment
requires highly developed
expertise for data mining
no sequence information
requires
specialized
equipment
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widespread
SCARLET and related
methods

RT-stop

validation,
quantification

validation

●
6

mA
Ψ

●
●

2'-O-Me ●
●

DNA chip / hybridization
efficiency

validation

various

●
●

includes
sequence
information
quantification possible
no
specialized
equipment

●

includes
sequence
information
experimentally simple,
e.g. PCR

●

includes
sequence
information
multiple-site queries, at
least
medium
throughput

●
●

●

●

single-site query – no high
throughput
labor intense

single-site query – moderate
throughput only
indirect validation without
physicochemical properties
indirect validation
requires some technical
expertise and equipment

Glossary
BARCODING – identification of samples in sequencing run by ligation of short specific sequences (often

6-8 degenerated nucleotides) attached to sequencing adapters. Allows unambiguous assignment of
samples from the same sequencing lane, and/or identification of redundant, PCR-amplified reads that
originate from the same RT event.

CLICK CHEMISTRY – is a class biocompatible (bioorthogonal) reactions, generally involving azide and

alkyne moieties.

CIRCLIGATION – Circularization of cDNA ssDNA templates having a 5´-phosphate and a 3´-hydroxyl

group with CircLigase™
DNAZYME – Artificially generated DNA sequence that contains catalytic activity, e.g. RNase activity.

HAPTENS -- small, otherwise immunosilent molecules that elicit an immune response only exposed to

the immune system in the form of a covalent conjugate to a large carrier such as a protein.
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LIPOPHILICITY -- “fat-loving” character of a compound, reflected in its ability to dissolve in non-polar

solvents

NANOPORE

TECHNOLOGY

--technology that funnels molecules, including nucleic acids, through

nanosized pores, thereby opening the possibility to determine their sequence. In the field of nucleic
acids often synonymously used for High throughput sequencing through protein pores.

PULLDOWN – technique for selective isolation of RNA (or protein) species from complex biological

sample. Generally relies on affinity capture with antibodies or another high-affinity interaction.

NUCLEOTIDE

- smallest structural unit of a nucleic acid, composed of a nucleobase connected to a

ribose (or deoxyribose) via a glycosidic bond, and a phosphate esterified to a hydroxylgroup of the
sugar moiety. The combination of only nucleobase and sugar is referred to as a nucleoside.

REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION – the synthesis of single-stranded DNA (complementary DNA, or cDNA) by

reverse transcriptase (RNA-dependent DNA polymerase) using single-stranded RNA as a template.

RECEIVER OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS (ROC) CURVE -- A graphical plot illustrating the performance of a

binary classifier system as a function of variegated thresholds for true positives and false positives.
Plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings
leads to the ROC curve, whose area under the curve (AUC) is a measure of the performance. The truepositive rate is also known as sensitivity, The false-positive rate can be calculated as 1 − specificity.

RNA

MODIFICATION

– Posttranscriptional step of RNA maturation, resulting in chemically altered

(modified) nucleotides in mature RNA chain.
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RT-SIGNATURE – specific pattern composed of misincorporation in cDNA and RT-arrest of primer

extension, induced by modified residues in an RNA chain
SPLINT LIGATION

- technique to biochemically join to RNA fragments by enzymatic ligation. Both

fragments are brought in spatial proximity by hybridization to a so called splint DNa, an
oligodeoxynucleotide that is essentially a cDNA of the target RNA molecule.

1D

AND

2D-TLC – mono (or two) dimensional thin-layer chromatography. Technique for separation

performed in a thin layer of adsorbent material, called also stationary PHASE.
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